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* Wireless audio and video solutions for consumers and businesses. HP audio solutions enable you to listen and see more easily with the freedom to move throughout your home and office, free from cumbersome and awkward
wires. With the dedicated speakers of HP audio devices, you can listen to music, watch a movie, watch TV and more -- anytime, anywhere. Combining an ARM926EJ-S processor core with a rich set of audio, communication and

connectivity interfaces, including those for Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet, the SPEAr3xx MPU family is optimized to meet the particular challenges posed by human-machine interface, communications and security applications. The
SPEAr600 delivers enhanced performance as a result of dual ARM926EJ-S cores, powerful connectivity features and a programmable LCD interface. Playing a digital audio file on my DVD is a perfect example. I couldnt feel any lag in

performance or CPU or GPU heat building up. I couldnt even see any heat at all. The GA35s proven cooling keeps the chassis and component temperatures low, so you can enjoy your multimedia content, and not worry about
overheating or reduced performance due to heat. * Canon MX860 T6 is the worlds first digital camera to feature wireless 4K streaming. Its also the worlds smallest 4K Ultra HD camera allowing for easy video streaming, and the
worlds first 5.5-inch wide-angle 720p HD camera to feature Canon Cinema EOS High Definition CMOS image sensor. The MX860 also offers tiltable screens for high-sensitivity and low-distortion video recording, and Canon has

enhanced the electronic viewfinder with 100% frame coverage, a new Info display and dual white balance.
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